kyyah abdul
career, health & lifestyle influencer

about kyyah
Kyyah Abdul is a 27-year-old Nigerian-American living in Los
Angeles, CA. She has a passion for edgy and athletic fashion, She
enjoys all things high end from fine dining to premium interior
decor. Prior to COVID-19, she was solo-traveling through North
America, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East. Her warm smile, kind
eyes, and personality make her followers feel like they personally
know her.
Her influencer career blossomed during the pandemic, after
starring in a hit web series called Love It or Leave It (Episode: 1, 2, 3,
4 & 4 part 2). As a Master's graduate in public health concentrated
in urban healthcare disparities, Kyyah makes sure to not only
create engaging lifestyle content but also content that educates
her audience on various issues.

audience breakdown

8.2K+
ig followers

top locations

top age ranges

United States

18 to 24 - 34%

United Kingdom

25 to 34 - 46%

Canada

35 to 44 - 11%

gender

24%

Men

76%

Women

Authenticity, transparency and quality are the three pillars Kyyah
builds her content on. She created an IGTV series reserved for

about her IG

breaking down issues of various topics; voting, race, public health,
working remotely, etc. She has also gone viral for creating
infographics on issues related to human rights. Kyyah was
interviewed by @nowthisnews to speak upon the topic deeper. Her

kyyah's
approach

followers appreciated the advocacy and education.
Kyyah's fashion content is highly favored as a result of her
creativity. Her most viewed reel, with over 737k views, was
appreciated by her audience as she presented fall outfits for every
occasion while singing, dancing, and modeling to a fun song in the
background.

engagement
posts & stories

6.16%

7.76%

on average Kyyah's

on average Kyyah's

posts have an

stories have an

engagement rate of

engagement rate of

6.16%.

7.76%.

accounts reached
accounts & impressions

On average Kyyah reaches 11k accounts and receives 72k
impressions weekly. Kyyah's content has been featured
on large-scale platforms like @BET, @Darkskinwomen,
@Blackgirlbible, @Nowthisnews, @Switchthelook,
@BellaNaija, @Dermalogicauk, @Dosomething, and more.
Her content has also been shared on celebrity's stories
like @Vashtiharrison, @Janellemonae, @NessaNitty,
@Chrisbosh, @Mrsadriennebosh, and more.

More recently, she has begun expressing the
importance of self-love, imperfection, and reality as a

where is her ig going?

way to encourage her following to be as they are and
feel comfortable doing so. Kyyah is not afraid to be
vulnerable and transparent with her following.
Kyyah is continuing to spearhead the fashion space by

kyyah's vision

creating content her followers desire to save, revisit
and recreate the outfits later. She has incorporated
weekly weekend VLOGS into her platform to maintain
the rapport she has with her following. Kyyah plans to
keep creating all types of lifestyle content. She also
plans to incorporate more travel, high-end style and
home design.

career savage
career influencer

about career savage
Kyyah founded Career Savage in 2017 with a mission to help college
students and early career professionals feel more prepared for the
real world. Career Savage prides itself on offering everyday people
relevant and current career advice. The brand empowers
individuals to take control of their career goals and create
opportunities in order to achieve them.

audience breakdown
top locations

top age ranges

United States

18 to 24 - 42.5%

India

25 to 34 - 48.2%

youtube

United Kingdom

35 to 44 - 9.3%

subscribers

Canada

5.9K+

Nigeria

13.2K

views in the past 28 days

720

watch hours in the past 28 days
33.1%

Men
Women

average analytics

66.9%

428

subscribers in the past 28 days

Kyyah discusses all topics related to career and education. She has

about the career
savage youtube

incorporated daily vlogs into the channel so viewers can see what
working remotely is really like. She shares her thoughts and
frustrations with her viewers which makes people feel more
connected to her. Kyyah has focused on public health, research &
development, STEM, and the transition from college to career. In the

the career savage
approach

coming months, Kyyah plans to focus more on interview prep,
resume building, and networking. Her channel took off in 2020 after
she began consistently uploading and has seen much success. From
2020 to 2021 she gained the base of your followers moving from 900
to nearly 6,000 subscribers.

